Chickaloon Volunteer Fire Department
The Chickaloon community is trying to reinstate
the fire department as a non-profit entity that is
separate from the borough, and will be available
to all property owners. This will be a completely
different operation than the department that
previously served the community, and will not
require a subscription. Skip Stock and Kalee
Bowen have been conducting research, and
looking into the department startup.
We ask for the community’s approval to move
forward; as we will need financial support from
the council as well
as donations to
cover the startup
and operation
costs. We also
need volunteers
who are willing to
help and support
the community
fire department at
whatever capacity
they are able to (or
skillset they have).
It is vital to have
the fire department
operational to
keep our community safe in an emergency fire
situation. If a single fire takes place it could put
the whole area at risk. The expectation is to show
up and limit the damage to any of the already
involved structures.

About

The Chickaloon community is from King River
to Puritan Creek, has about 272 residents and
243 households according to the 2010 census.
Of course, Chickaloon has many more property
owners than that. While we will endeavor to
limit fire damage to local properties, our focus
will be on fire prevention within the community.

As a rural community we are not held to the
same standards compared to the departments
associated with the borough. We are limited to
exterior fire fighting only, and would not enter
a building at any time. The department would
be volunteer only, from the bookkeeper to the
engine driver. We need members who will help
out with jobs from office duties, fundraising and
on scene work. We will accept donations from
the community members, apply for grants, aid,
and free/discounted training. We will manage
our own incoming calls and then dispatch people
to the scene. It is
our intent to have
5-9 individuals on
a fire for safety
purposes. We are
very fortunate to
already have trucks,
equipment, and a
building to operate
out of. The trucks
alone are 70% of
the regular startup
costs. Because of
this it will be much
easier to get the
department on its
feet once again.

The Cost

The estimated cost was done to the best of our
ability with information we have available. These
numbers may fluctuate. It is our long term plan
to operate on community support by donations,
grants, fundraising, and other available aid.
Startup costs for the department including the
first 6 months of operation costs is $9,000.
Operational costs per year are estimated at
$14,036. Because we are unable to apply for any
type of aid or grants until we are offically a fire
department, we have no basis for grant income.
At this moment, if donations and fundraisers
do not cover the cost ,the leftover balance will

need to be provided by the council. A detailed
breakdown is available to community members.

conference in Palmer for training each year.
The goal is to be functioning by June 1st
and trained in time for the fire season this
summer. This date is of course pending due
to current circumstances.
Volunteer fire departments make up the
majority of the industry, and require a lot of
time and effort. This service is not free. If we
want this safety measure in place we must
take this project on, keep it funded, and put
in the time. We need your help!

Assets

The total assets are estimated to be valued at
$285,000. This comes from 6 total trucks, 2 land
lots, a building, 2 weatherports, and gear. The
gear consists of turn out gear, radios, augers,
pumps, and saws. This gives us a significant legup with the startup of the department.

What’s Next?

We will need to be setup as a non-profit,
submit by-laws, articles of incorporation,
and choose the board of directors. We will
need to find a fire chief, and volunteers
with all skillsets. We cannot receive any
aid or training until we are official. Once
the paperwork is complete we can receive
community training with Bureau of Fire
Accreditation, which is a 4 day course (40
hours) and will train as many people who
show up. They will assess our equipment,
show us how to use it, and provide a
community plan. Lisa Shields (from the
Bureau of Fire Accreditation) is in charge
of helping rural communities like ours get
setup and keep our community safe. They
will also pay to send one person to the June

For additional information or questions
please contact:
Skip Stock: stockak@gmail.com

Kalee Bowen: kaleebreann@hotmail.com

